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General Progress
• Done:
– 52 institutes are members of our network
– Part of EuCARD2 project. Clarified that network results will feed into TIARA.
– Further ideas about first plasma acceleration facility for HEP (discussed in
ICFA/ICUIL task force):
• Electron injector for LHeC and other future projects (~10 GeV)
• In addition, follow-up on plasma linac as compact test beam for HEP
• Combine both into one proposal for 2013

– Activities for synchrotron radiation facilities picking up speed:
• LUNEX5 (F)
• ARD (DE)

• Ongoing:
– Started review of general status and outlook: EuroNNAc 2011 talks are a
great resource...
– Discussions on various topics.
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Tasks and Task Leaders
1. Management and Communication
R. Assmann, CERN
J. Osterhoff, University Hamburg, DESY
H. Videau, ecole Polytechnique
Direct cost (M+P): 120k€ (3 coordinators  3 times 40k€ to institutes)
Network activities: 280 k€ (administered centrally)

2. Scientific goals and programme
Task leader: ad interim R. Assmann, CERN
Direct cost included above

3. Organization, strategy and funding
Task leader: ad interim H. Videau, EPFL
Direct cost included above

4. Communication, training and technology transfer
Task leader: ad interim J. Osterhoff, DESY
Direct cost included above
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Objectives
• Task 1. EuroNNAc2 Coordination and Communication.
– Coordination and scheduling of the network tasks
– Monitoring the work, informing the project management and participants
within the network
– Network budget follow-up

• Task 2. Scientific goals and programme (WG 1)
– Define scientific goals for various possible applications of plasma
acceleration
– Define a coherent European research and test program
– Define a distributed test facility and a first pilot facility. Feed input into
TIARA.
– Prepare common reference standards
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Objectives
• Task 3. Organization, strategy and funding (WG 2)
– Develop an efficient organization
– Define an optimal strategy towards operational advanced accelerators
– Discuss funding schemes for long-term R&D efforts, feeding into TIARA

• Task 4. Communication, training and technology transfer (WG 3)
– Organize conferences and workshop to help an optimal communication
– Promote technology transfer and collaboration with industry
– Help in training of experts
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Task 2 - Scientific goals and
programme
• Sub-task 2.1. GOALS & REQUIREMENTS. Develop goals from photon science
and particle physics for advanced e-beam accelerators, including timeline. 5y,
10y, 20y goals and perspectives.
• Sub-task 2.2 TECHNICAL R&D. Describe coherent program for research on
novel e-beam accelerators. What are the main components of this program?
• Sub-task 2.3 ULTIMATE REACH. Investigate the ultimate energy and intensity
reach with advanced accelerators.
• Sub-task 2.4 STANDARDS. Define reference measurements to qualify facilities
for photon science and/or particle physics, including definition of standards.
• Sub-task 2.5 THEORY AND SIMULATIONS. Foster inter-disciplinary work on
theory and simulations, bringing together plasma, laser and beam models
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Task 3 - Organization, strategy
and funding
• Sub-task 3.1. WHITE PAPER EUROPEAN STRATEGY. Produce a white paper
that defines a coherent European strategy for advanced accelerator R&D,
maximizing synergy between different labs and projects.
• Sub-task 3.2. DISTRIBUTED ACCELERATOR TEST FACILITY. Create framework
for open facilities. EuroNNAc to describe and further develop coherent
network of test facilities, document capabilities, review requests, discuss work
share. “Distributed accelerator test facility for photon science and particle
physics”. Feed results of studies into TIARA.
• Sub-task 3.3. PILOT FACILITY(IES). Vision on the time-scale of one or few
centralized “big” facilities, beyond present projects. From “distributed test
facility” to a “pilot e-beam facility”. Pilot facility runs 24h 7/7 to produce
agreed e-beam. What does “big” mean? Beam parameters? How many? How
to split beam time for synchrotron radiation, medical applications and High
Energy Physics applications? Feed results of studies into TIARA.
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Task 3 - Organization, strategy
and funding
• Sub-task 3.4. EUROPEAN PROPOSALS AND CONTACT TO EU. Ask FP7/8 support
for a “distributed open test facility”, including support for beam/laser time for
users. Use also LaserLab opportunities. Prepare FP8 proposal for one or several
pilot facilities.
• Sub-task 3.5. FUNDING MECHANISMS. Propose adequate funding mechanisms
to support university-based accelerator research with long-term scientific
benefits.
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Task 4 - Communication,
training and technology transfer
• Sub-task 4.1. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER. Foster transfer of technology
between communities and with industry.
• Sub-task 4.2. ADVANCED ACCELERATOR SCHOOL. Creation of a “European
School: From Conventional to Novel Accelerators”, linked to CAS or other
series.
• Sub-task 4.3. TRAINING. Define training needs for students and specialists in
advanced accelerator research. Propose training structures to address these
needs.
• Sub-task 4.4. ADVANCED ACCELERATOR CONFERENCE. Evaluate the need for a
European Advanced Accelerator Conference. Propose a scheme compatible
with existing conferences.
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The EuroNNAc Opportunity
• The network has a considerable strength due to the strength of its
52 participating institutes.
• The membership covers a broad range of accelerator applications:
from basic R&D, to photon science, to medical, to particle physics.
• The membership includes universities, national labs and an
international organization.
• The network is supported by the accelerator community
(EuCARD) and by the EU.

 It is our job to exploit this opportunity and to use it to support
and push this exciting field.
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EuroNNAc 2012 Meeting
• This is a small meeting:
– Invitation only went to members of the member’s board (52 persons).
– Decided not to send to full invitation list (~300 persons) nor to invite CERN
persons.
– As many of us are always busy: Participation in person or by remote
connection.

• Goal:
–
–
–
–

2 May 2012
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Meeting as initial starting point of discussions.
Produce first official EuroNNAc outcomes until July…
Prepare further outcomes for the medium to long term
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Homework I
1. Statement from EuroNNAc to European Strategy Group for
Particle Physics (deadline July 31)
a) Make sure the potential of plasma wakefield accelerators is correctly
taken into account for the future.
b) Support from the European strategy group can result in funding
priorities.
c) Our network can make a strong case, not easy to be ignored.
d) Other communities prepare similar statements.
e) Need to coordinate with ICFA/ICUIL task force report (W. Leemans).

2. EuroNNAc review on status of the field, Annalen der Physik (Sep
2012)
a) Helps to obtain a coherent view and to develop coherent strategy
b) Who wants to co-author?
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European Strategy Group
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ESPG Members
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The Mandate of the ESPG
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Annalen der Physik
• Invitation: A review article (15-25 pages, full overview article) or
feature article (8-10 pages, focused topic) in the field of “Novel
Particle Accelerator Technologies”  in English of course.
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Homework II
3. Description of a Distributed Advanced Test Facility in Europe
(Nov 2012)
a) Idea is to describe all approved & proposed tests in various countries in a
coherent way, as part of an European strategy
b) Maintain full competitive spirit while avoiding needless duplication.
c) Being part of a distributed advanced test facility will demonstrate the
international scope of the research and will allow asking for additional
European funds to strengthen the collaborative work.
d) Discussions start this meeting  see agenda.

4. Filling the Working Groups with life (Nov 2012):
a) We need proposals for WG leaders, deputy leaders (to be approved by
member’s board).
b) We need fixed plans for work and deliverables.
c) Discussions start this meeting.
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Tasks and Task Leaders
1. Management and Communication
R. Assmann, CERN
J. Osterhoff, University Hamburg, DESY
H. Videau, ecole Polytechnique
Direct cost (M+P): 120k€ (3 coordinators  3 times 40k€ to institutes)
Network activities: 280 k€ (administered centrally)

2. Scientific goals and programme
Task leader: WHO?
Direct cost included above

3. Organization, strategy and funding
Task leader: WHO?
Direct cost included above

4. Communication, training and technology transfer
Task leader: WHO?
Direct cost included above
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Homework III
5. Organization of the 1st European Advanced Accelerator
Conference EAAC (must start now for Summer 2013 date):
a) Volunteers for the organization committee.
b) Volunteers for the advisory and program committee (or do we take just
the member’s board plus WP leaders plus …).
c) Where?
d) Dates?
e) Scope?

We will come back to the homework in the discussion sessions!
And maybe we also identify additional homework?
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The Vision
• To promote our field we need a clear vision of how scientific and
practical applications could develop from our work.
• This needs to be presented and submitted to various places.
• The technical achievements around the globe demonstrate that
such a vision is achievable.
• Presenting one vision from the field will make a strong impact and
will help us to achieve the vision’s goals.
• I present my present “best guess” vision here, for discussion and
tuning…

• Maybe we arrive at a first common vision by Friday morning?
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A Possible Vision?
Year

R&D

Application and Science

2012 – 20 Laser driver – electron driver –
proton driver – positrons acc.? –
plasma – e-/p+/ion beam quality
– beam radiation tests

Test facilities in various countries targeted
to photon science and medical
applications (Distributed Test Facility?)

2020 – 30 efficiency, cost, scalability,
reliability, e-/e+/p+/ion beam
quality

Operational compact photon science
facility (e- beams)

Low luminosity paradigm: selected high
energy events

Compact medical test accelerators
Compact high energy physics test facility
(low luminosity Z production, e+e- beams)
Advanced beams for multi-GeV injection

2030 – 40 efficiency, cost, scalability,
reliability, e-/e+/p+/ion beam
quality

Operational compact medical accelerators
Operational high luminosity Z factory
Test low luminosity Higgs factory?

2040 – 50

Operational high energy frontier collider
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Conclusion
• The field of advanced accelerators is developing fast.

• Is this the time right for defining a road map towards applications
across multiple fields of applications? I think yes.
• A common vision will strengthen our work considerably and will
bundle resources from various communities.
• EuroNNAc is a tool that we can use to make our point and to
lobby for support. The support from 52 participating institutes
makes it strong.
• To achieve something we have to do first agree on our homework
and then to do it.
• Plenty of opportunities are ahead (see my list).
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